
The main research objective is to analyze the output published online by Tomasz Pułka (who died in
2012) and compare it with printed works of the poet. The project responds to a significant gap in research on
Pułka, i.e. a lack of a comprehensive, philological reading of his complete output and, in the case of a digital
corpus, the need to address such basic issues as determining the sources. It is worth noting that Pułka is one
of the key figures in recent Polish poetry, which is emphasized by both researchers and authors inspired by
Pułka’s poetics. The expected effect of the project is to complete and re-evaluate the image of Pułka’s work
and his creative practices.

The source material analyzed in the project consists primarily of texts published online and available
on public websites. The starting point for the research is to note that Pułka’s work is more extensive and
meaningfully complex than the printed collected edition of his poems suggests. Pułka’s digital output
includes 850 URLs and represents a much larger corpus than what can be found in the poet’s collection of
printed works (4 volumes published during his lifetime, another 4 after his death, totaling over 300 poetic
texts). The poems known from the volumes were also made available online in different textual, media, and
communication variants, for example, as an excerpt from a blog entry or a post on a poetry website submitted
to the community’s evaluation.

From the proposed perspective of studying the sources, three main research questions emerge:
1) how can Pułka’s online works be characterized in terms of genre and subject matter?
2) what relationships do they have with his printed works, and how does the inclusion of online

works in the studied corpus change the overall interpretation of his poetry?
3) what meaningful elements are lost in the process of transforming the successive text variants:

from digital publications through publications in periodicals and books to collected editions?
To answer these questions, I will examine Pułka’s corpus, expanded by digital and journal

publications, in two overlapping orders, based on chronology and variantology in the framework of genetic
criticism and digital philology. Developing an appropriate methodological perspective for a philological
reading of his poetry published online will also be an important research problem.

The largest portion of the digital material (over 600 URLs) is collected on two platforms quite
different in terms of reach, function in literary life, as well as available options: Nieszuflada, a local literary
portal with the structure of an online forum, and Blogger, a global blogging platform coordinated by Google.
Despite his fascination with cybernetic poetry, Pułka did not create his own interfaces to present his literature
on the web, but was primarily a user of ready-made systems that fundamentally determined his creative
possibilities.

The project will increase knowledge on the specificity of Polish digital literary heritage, especially
within the so-called Nieszuflada generation (primarily authors born in the 1970s and 1980s). Research will
contribute to the development of the methods of web philology and arriving at special procedures for
studying the material conditions of a poem’s functioning in the space of a webpage – within the code,
interfaces and platforms. What is more, Pułka's corpus appears as a representative example of the electronic
literature of the early web 2.0 years, along with its key genres of participatory culture, the blog and the
forum.

The planned results of the project include the presentation of research findings in the national and
international circuit (conference presentations, journal articles, and publication of research data). Databases
collected during the preliminary research (lists and chronology of sources, preliminary lists of variants) will
be publicly available after the project ends, which in the future may serve as a starting point for the
preparation of a complete edition of Pułka’s work, expanded by the materials omitted in Wybieganie z raju

In this project, I will be interested in the materiality of text rooted in technology. The methodology
selected is interdisciplinary and draws on the contributions of literary studies, media studies, cultural studies,
comparative media studies, and studies of digital culture and history. The broadest general methodological
framework consists of philology, genetic criticism, software studies, visual culture studies, and the research
tradition of electronic literature. Key theoretical notions for my research are “platforms,” “interfaces,” and
“computer code”; and for studying the printed versions – the “materiality” and “visuality” of the book,
“bibliographic code,” and “paratexts.”
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